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QUESTION 1

A subject reports a medication started in March of 2007 but cannot recall the day number. What is the value stored in
the SDTM domain CM.CMSTDTC variable? 

A. 00MAR2007 

B. 2007 03 

C. MAR2007 

D. 2007-03 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Review the following procedure format: 

What is the required type of data for the variable in this procedure? 

A. Character 

B. Continuous 

C. Categorical 

D. Treatment 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the main focus of 21 CFR Part 11? 

A. electronic submission requirements 

B. trial safety requirements 

C. statistical calculation requirements 

D. trial protocol requirements 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 4

Which CDISC filename contains the following items? 

 Variable attributes 

 Controlled terminology 

 Computational methods 

Enter your answer in the space below (Case is ignored. Do not add leading or trailing spaces to your answer.). 

Correct Answer: DEFINE.XML 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Given the data set HE: 

What will the values be of variable HOSPDURD for the two subjects? 

A. 5, missing 

B. missing, missing 

C. 65, 9 

D. 50, 9 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 6

You want to calculate the p-value of Fisher\\'s exact test for a 3x3 table. Which option must you add to the TABLES
statement of PROC FREQ? 

A. CHISQ 

B. CMH 

C. EXACT 

D. EXPECTED 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

The following SAS program is submitted, but fails due to syntax errors. 

What is the cause of the syntax errors? 

A. The keep= data set option should be (keep=MonthExp*). 

B. An array can only be referenced in a KEEP statement and not within a keep= data set option. 

C. An array cannot be referenced on a keep= data set option. 

D. The keep= data set option should be (keep=MonthExp). 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

This question will ask you to provide a line of missing code. 

Given the dataset RAWBP that is sorted by SUBJECT TEST WEEK: 



Which statement must be added to the program to calculate relative change in percent (percent change) from baseline? 

A. pct_chg = ((baseline - value) /baseline)*100; 

B. pct_chg = ((value - baseline) /baseline)*100; 

C. pct_chg = ((baseline - value) /value)*100; 

D. pct_chg = ((value - baseline) /value)*100; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

You have been asked to import an Excel spreadsheet. What will lead to substantial differences between the original
Excel spreadsheet and the resulting SAS data set? 

A. the number of rows to be read from the Excel file 

B. the number of columns to be read from the Excel file 

C. multiple value types within a single column 

D. multiple value types within a single row 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The following SAS program is submitted: How many data sets are created and how many observations are in the data



set(s)? 

A. 1 data set named PVALUES with 1 observation. 

B. 1 data set named PVALUES with 2 observations. 

C. 2 data sets named PVALUES and PVALUES1 each with 1 observation. 

D. 2 data sets named PVALUES1 and PVALUES2 each with 2 observations 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Given the following SAS program: Which statement correctly identifies invalid values in the variable TRT, if only the
values \\'A\\', B\\', \\'C are valid? 

A. if indexc(TRT, \\'ABC\\') eq 0 then output; 

B. if index(TRT, \\'ABC\\') eq 0 then output; 

C. if find(TRT, \\'ABC\\') eq 0 then output; 

D. if indexw(TRT, \\'ABC\\') eq 0 then output; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Given the following vital signs data: 



Baseline is defined as the last non-missing value prior to Day 1. 

What is the value for the change from baseline for Week 1 for Subject 2? 

A. -23 

B. 11 

C. -11 

D. 23 

Correct Answer: C 
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